
Background 
Baker Hughes is a leading supplier of oilfield services, products, technology and systems to 
the worldwide oil and natural gas industry. The company’s 34,000 employees help custom-
ers find, evaluate, drill, produce, transport and process hydrocarbon resources. Baker Hughes 
delivers solutions that help oil and gas operators make the most of their reservoirs.  

Challenge 
Baker Hughes needed additional capacity to move resources, including picking up 55-gallon, 
500-pound steel or plastic drums from the ground or from the truck. The company already had 
positive experiences with the Venturo CT310KX Electric Mast Crane mounted on several trucks 
in their fleet, so when the need arose to add a new truck from JD Trucks in Somerset, PA, they 
looked to Venturo for the crane.
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“Overall we have been 

happy with the Venturo 

CT310KX Electric Mast Crane.  

At times when we need to 

extend it out to load drums 

on and off the truck we find it 

works great for our needs.”
~ Patrick Hubbard

Senior driver with Baker Hughes



Solution
The Venturo CT310KX Electric Mast Crane is a four-function elec-
tric crane that features a heavy-duty planetary electric winch and 
a small footprint. 

“Overall we have been happy with the Venturo CT310KX Elec-
tric Mast Crane,” said Patrick Hubbard, senior driver with Baker 
Hughes. “At times when we need to extend it out to load drums on 
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and off the truck we find it works great for our needs.” 

Hubbard said he keeps the Venturo CT310KX greased and lubri-
cated and it is easy to maintain. It also keeps staff safe as it beeps 
to warn of potential overload.
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